
Objective: As part of this hands-on module, you will be utilising Security Onion (Network Monitoring
System) to investigate packet capture files.

Prerequisites: Knowledge of Ubuntu, IDS, Packet analysis and security concepts.

The following will be the topology used for this lab. Note that the IP addresses are examples only. When
working on the lab, use the actual IP addresses as indicated by the instructors. For the purpose of this
guide, the IP address of 192.168.30.X or 2001:db8:100::X will refer to your Virtual Machine (VM).

Depending on the workshop, you may be:
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1. Given a Virtual Machine (VM) that is already configured with Security Onion. Start the lab at Part 2.
2. Or asked to login to the APNIC academy.

In this guide the interface name is ens33 . Depending on the version of Ubuntu the interface name
may be ens33  or something different. Where ens33  is used in this guide replace it with your
interface name.
Container details

Ubuntu 16.04 LTS/LXC
Hostname = groupXX.apnictraining.net
Domain name = apnictraining.net
IPv4 Address = 192.168.30.xx
IPv6 Address = 2001:db8:100::xx
xx = group ID as allocated by the instructor

1. Open a web browser and go to the following URL

https://academy.apnic.net/

2. Click on Login at the top right corner of the web page

3. After logging in, click on Virtual Labs

4. Scroll down the page to Signature and Sessions Analysis Lab . Click on Launch Lab.

5. Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the lab.

1. Confirm the ip address has been configured by opening a terminal window and type the following
command:

ip address show ens33

2. Confirm Security Onion status. In the terminal window, type the following command:

sudo so-status

Lab Exercise - Security Onion setup and configuration

Part 1. Log into APNIC academy

Part 2. Confirm Security Onion Settings



NOTE: Continue checking the status until everything is OK.

1. To view the list of sample packet captures that are available:

cd /opt/samples
ls 

2. Import the two required packet capture files:

sudo tcpreplay -i ens33 -M10 /opt/samples/markofu/jackcr-challenge.pcap
sudo tcpreplay -i ens33 -M10 /opt/samples/markofu/outbound.pcap

This will import the pcap files as new traffic with the current date and time.

Part 3. Import Packet Capture File



After importing the packet capture file, we will have a look at the alerts that were generated by SNORT,
by utilising a tool called SQUERT.

3. The command capinfos  can be used to see a summary of the contents of a packet capture file.
For example to see details about fake_av.pcap file, type the following:

capinfos fake_av.pcap



1. To start the investigation, open SQUERT:

firefox https://localhost/squert

or double-click on the SQUERT icon on the desktop

EVENTS page, shows a list of events that have occured.

Part 4. Investigate an Indicator of Compromise (IoC) using SQUERT



SUMMARY page, shows a list of the top signatures and the top source and destinations via IP
address and countries.
VIEWS page, uses a Sankey diagram to show the relationships between IP addresses, source
country and destination country.

2. Click on the SUMMARY page

Looking at the summary, we can see there may be a Command and Control Trojan (CnC) activity
in the packet capture file.
A lot of traffic is originating from an IP address of 172.16.150.20
A lot of traffic is going to an IP address of 58.64.132.141

3. Click on the VIEWS page.

From this Sankey diagram, you can see that the IP address of 172.16.150.20 is indeed mainly
talking to the IP address of 58.64.132.141. But there is also a red line showing a relationship with



an IP address of 66.32.119.38

4. Click on the EVENTS page. Apply a filter for the IP address of 66.32.119.38 to see if any events have
been logged about this activity.

From the output it certainly does look like an Indicator of Compromise (IoC) because a suspicious
file was downloaded from the IP address of 66.32.119.38.

1. To investigate further open sguil database to view the original logs and filter by the IP address of
66.32.119.38 to get an idea of the time it occurred.

2. To start the investigation, open SGUIL:

sguil.tk

or double-click on the SGUIL icon on the desktop.

Part 5. Investigate an Indicator of Compromise (IoC) using SGUIL



Click on Query, type in the IP address of 66.32..119.38, then click on submit to apply the filter.

3. To view more details about the potential malicious file, do a ctl+right mouse click on the first PE EXE or
DLL eventís Alert ID and click on transcript:

4. From this transcript you can see a document file name and can indeed see that there was an
executable file that has potentially two file extensions (.EXE and .DOC) to try and fool the end user into
thinking it is a word document extension.



At this point you can extract the file for further analysis.

NOTE: this file could be malicious and should only be extracted on an isolated system.

5. The file can be extracted by using WireShark or NetworkMiner. To use WireShark do a ctl+right mouse
click on the first PE EXE or DLL eventís Alert ID and click on WireShark.



6. After opening WireShark, right-mouse click on the first packet, scroll down to follow and click on TCP
stream.

This will piece all the packets together and display the ASCII contents in the packet.

7. To extract the HTML file, change the data type to RAW and click on Save as.





8. To extract the suspected malicious file. From wireshark, click on File, Export Objects, HTTP.

9. Find and highlight the file and click on Save



10. Save the file as /home/apnic/temp/MALICIOUS_swing-mechanics.doc.exe



11. Once the file is extracted it is a matter of using your favourite tools to analyse for malware. A quick way
is to create a hash of the file and submit the hash to Virus Total
https://www.virustotal.com/gui/home/upload. To create a hash of a file, open a new terminal window
and type the following:

cd /home/apnic/temp
md5sum MALICIOUS_swing-mechanics.doc.exe

12. Using the internet go to Virus Total https://www.virustotal.com/gui/home/upload and see if the hash
e2c33fa7a3802289d46a7c3e4e1df342  has been seen before.
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NOTE: This is a public service, do not upload files that may contain company sensitive material.

So in a short amount of time, using security onion you were able to analysis a packet capture for an
Indicator of Compromise or malicious activity, extract a suspicious file and determine that the file was
indeed malicious.

With more practice, you should find that Security Onion is a valuable resource when it comes to network
forensics and analysing packet captures, SNORT alerts and other logs.

https://github.com/Security-Onion-Solutions/security-onion/wiki/IntroductionWalkthrough

Conclusion
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